
Strengthen Data Security and  
Resiliency with Veritas and AWS
Protect against downtime, data loss, and regulatory penalties.  
Gain the reassurance of recovery at scale across your data estates. 

Cybersecurity is about much more than preventing cyber incidents. Cybercriminals regularly breach even the best prevention solutions 

on the market. With organizations distributing data everywhere, protecting it isn’t as straightforward as it once was. 

A 2022 Veritas research report found that 89 percent of the 1,500 global respondents experienced a ransomware incident on  

data they held within cloud environments. Additionally, five of the world’s key regulators issued more than $7 billion in regulatory fines 

last year. 

The best defense against cyber threats is to build a strategy that minimizes vulnerabilities with a comprehensive and cohesive approach 

across data protection, application resiliency, and compliance. Together, Veritas and AWS provide this comprehensive approach, and 

put you back in control of your data. 

How Veritas Can Help 

Veritas is known as a global leader in data management and application resiliency, providing the ability to protect all data sources and 

safeguard data integrity across all data estates. 

Application Resiliency: Multi-Cloud IT Resiliency Orchestration 

• Meet SLAs with 24x7 application availability

• Simplify mobility and resiliency

• Provide autonomous orchestration

Built for the evolving hybrid cloud IT environment, Veritas delivers a true cloud-based deployment with a container and 

object-based, elastic solution. Unmatched in the industry, Veritas drives the always-on business, incorporating data 

sovereignty and granular non-disruptive recovery rehearsals. 

Data Compliance and Governance: Data Observability 

• Capture and visualize data across your multi-vendor data estate

• Create the flexibility to archive anywhere

• Improve insight to discover what matters

Gain complete data observability, capture, and archive of all your data—production and backup, application dependencies, 

and infrastructure resources. The platform continuously scans and monitors all systems, including third-party backup 

products.

https://www.veritas.com/form/analyst-report/the-not-so-silver-lining-of-cloud-service-providers-tools?inid=us_ag_v1965
https://www.financemagnates.com/institutional-forex/regulators-slapped-industry-with-record-fines-in-2022-sec-in-the-lead/
https://www.financemagnates.com/institutional-forex/regulators-slapped-industry-with-record-fines-in-2022-sec-in-the-lead/


About Veritas

Veritas Technologies is a leader in multi-cloud data management. Over 80,000 customers—
including 95 percent of the Fortune 100—rely on Veritas to help ensure the protection, 
recoverability, and compliance of their data. Veritas has a reputation for reliability at scale, which 
delivers the resilience its customers need against the disruptions threatened by cyberattacks, like 
ransomware. No other vendor is able to match the ability of Veritas to execute, with support for 
800+ data sources, 100+ operating systems, 1,400+ storage targets, and 60+ clouds through 
a single, unified approach. Powered by Cloud Scale Technology, Veritas is delivering today on its 
strategy for Autonomous Data Management that reduces operational overhead while delivering 
greater value. Learn more at www.veritas.com. Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
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Data Protection: Secure by Default 

• Protect all data sources and safeguard data integrity across all your environments, whether physical, virtual,  

or in AWS’ Amazon Simple Storage Solutions (S3) or Amazon S3 Glacier tiers

• Reduce attack surface by implementing a Zero Trust posture

• Implement orchestrated recovery at scale

Multi-layered security-based solutions ensure protection for the continuous generation of workloads. Minimize attack 

surfaces with immutability and indelibility everywhere. Create a simple turnkey, pull-based IRE with intrusion prevention 

built-in, and an independent compliance clock for added security. 

What Sets Veritas Apart

• Breadth of support for more than 800 workloads, including physical, virtual, containerized infrastructure, old and new,  

as well as small and large applications such as SAP, Oracle, and Microsoft SQL  

• Multi-cloud unified administration

• Use of AI-based anomaly detection to alert for malicious activities, helping to ensure quick mitigation and recovery of clean data 

• Elastic Cloud Scale Technology, lowering operational costs 

Take Control with Veritas and AWS

Together, Veritas and AWS ensure you can meet the recovery objectives required for your organization, whether in response to human  

error, natural disasters, or cyberattacks such as ransomware. Simply put, Veritas and AWS help you regain control of your data and keep 

your mission-critical data and applications online, resilient, compliant, and secure—whether your data is on-premises or in  

the cloud.

Please visit us at AWS Marketplace: Veritas Technologies LLC to find out more about joint AWS Veritas product offerings. 

Learn more about how to strengthen your cyber resiliency. 

https://www.veritas.com/
https://twitter.com/VeritasTechLLC?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
http://www.veritas.com
https://www.veritas.com/company/contact
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/seller-profile?id=f48d91e5-67e6-458a-b657-226b44253f02
http://veritas.com/solution/amazon-web-services?inid=us_ag_v1965

